The substrate for brain-stimulation reward in the lateral preoptic area. II. Connections to the ventral tegmental area.
This experiment investigated the existence of a direct anatomical connection between lateral preoptic and ventral tegmental areas that mediate brain stimulation reward using the behavioral adaptation of the collision test. This test is a double-pulse, two-electrode technique based on the axonal conduction failure that occurs when two separate sites in the same axon bundle are concurrently stimulated. This anatomical arrangement is inferred from the shape of the function relating the effectiveness of double-pulse stimulation to the interval between pulses. In this study, nine rats with a total of 44 pairs of sites were examined. In two pairs only was there a profile suggestive of an axonal collision effect, while the double-pulse effectiveness curve consistent with the properties of transynaptic collision was apparent for a single pair of sites; the remaining 93% were associated with relatively flat effectiveness curves. While electrode misalignment could be responsible for these results, there was adequate sampling to suggest that the preponderance of first stage signals that give rise to the rewarding effects mediated by the lateral preoptic and ventral tegmental areas do not travel along the same fiber bundle. However, stimulation applied to both sites concurrently produces a summation that is roughly 40% greater than stimulation at either site alone, suggesting reasonable integration of the reward signals generated by lateral preoptic and ventral tegmental area stimulation.